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Abstract

This paper deals with the very fundamentals of a so-
called TURIN(] test methodology for expert system
validation which was proposed by the first author
(cf. (Knauf, Gonzalez, aatd Philippow 1997), e.g.).
First, we survey several concepts of verification and
validation. Our favoured concepts axe lucidly cha-
racterized by the words that verification guarantees
to build the system right whereas validation deals
with building the right system.
Next, we critically inspect the thought-experiment
called the TtmINO test. It turns out that, while
this approach may not be sufficient to reveal a sy-
stem’s intelligence, it provides a suitable methodolo-
gical background to certify a system’s validity. TILe
principles of our validation approach are surveyed.

Introduction

This paper deals with the very fundamentals of a rese-
arch program which aims at the development and appli-
cation of a methodology to validate intelligent systems.

We propose a TURING test - like methodology
that uses test cases to estimate AI systems’ validities
through systematic interrogation. Our actual and fur-
ther work is focussing on

1. the systematic development of test sets,

2. the development of a methodology for system vali-
dation by systematically testing,

3. appropriate ways to express validity mad to usc a
validity statement for system refinement.

Validation and Verification

Here, we briefly describe some basic approaches of sy-
stem validation and verification including our favoured
one which is used throughout the present paper as well
as in our other related publications.

O’Keefe and O’Leary (cf. (O’ Keefe and O’Leaxy
1993)) found a quite intuitive and systematic approach

*Copyright 1~)1998, American Association for Artificial
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to characterize and distinguish verification and valida-
tion by the two circumscriptions of building the system
right and building the right system, respectively.

The first property relates a system to some specifi-
cation, which provides a firm basis for the question of
whether or not the system on hand is right. In contrast,
the latter formulation asks whether or not some system
is considered right; what somehow lies in the eye of the
beholder. The essential difference is illustrated in figure
1.

°

Specification Implementation

t V.r=="on t
Figure h Validation and Verification

Throughout this paper, we adopt tiffs perspective
and put the emphasis of our investigation on the va-
lidation issue.

For AI systems, in particular, there is oftcn no bet-
ter way of evaluation than validation. Their applica-
tion fields are usually chaxaeterised by not having an
accepted domain model as the basis for a correct spe-
cification.
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The TURING Test as a Methaphor

Tile classical TI:RING test (of. (Turing 1950)) Ineans
a scenario in which an artifact (it computer system) 
el,ecked for "’iutelligeut behavior". A human interi’oga-
tot is put in a dialogue situation with some remote part-
ner not knowing wt,ether this partner is another bmnan
or a COlJlplJter system. ]’lJ ca.se the hJlnJaJl interrogator
is convinced that he is in contact with another human,
this is understood to be sulficient for calling the sy-
stem ’qntelligcnt’. The discussion about the nature of
intelligence is put off for the° moment.

Discrediting the TURING Test

Faced with the absence of suIIicient consensus on the
nature of intelligencc, this concept certifying intelli-
gence is specified implicitly rather than explicitly. But
a closer look reveals that the question of thc naturc of
intelligence is not just put. off, it is completely missed.

Halpern’s criticism (cf. (Halpern 1987)) can be 
marizcd ,as follows: The so-called TURiNG test does not
reveal anything about tim inncr "intelligence" of an in-
terrogated system. It merely answers the question of
whether or not a cornl)uter can be programmed to make
a human conversation partner think thai, he is talking
to another human being.

Obviously, TUIrtlNG did not make an attempt towards
the quantification of intelligence. The ’l’otttNG test
does nol reveal a system’s intelligence and does not
seems to be an ungraded approach likc this to deal with
phenomena as complex as natural respcctively machine
intelligence.

Analyzing the Limits of the Approach

It seems that the question of whether or not this
thought-experiment nmv be reasonably interpreted lar-
gely depends on certain characteristics of the interro-
gated computer program.

For illustration, imagine an arbitrary conventional
computer program that solves routine tasks with an
enormous precision and within a remarkably short ti-
me. Numerical computations in arithmctics provide the
simplest and quite typical instances of this application
domain. Two insights are essential:

¯ First, these are cases in which a computer program
is usually not considcred to be "intelligent", alt-
hough its computational power by far exceeds thv
intellcctual power of every human being.

¯ Second, in these cases human interrogators will nor-
really quitc easily identify the hidden partner to be
a computer and not another human being.

To sum up.. there is a class of computer programs to
which the TUmNG test approach does not apply.

More cxplicitly, computer programs intended to per-
form straightforward deterministic computatio~,s were
not called intelligent, if they would behave like human
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experts. Even worse, such a behavior would bc usually
~t sl rong indication of their incorrect uess.n

In application domains where I.here exists a restric-
led and well-defined target behavior to tm implemen-
ted, nature rarely provides better solut.iol,s. 13eyond
those deterministic problem domains, AI research and
eugineering aims at solving problems by means of coln-
puter systems that are not deterministic and less well-
specified or, even worse, possibly unspecifiable. In me-
Jay cases, humans deal with these problems quite ade-
quately. Moreover, some humans are even called ex-
perts. There is not much hope to find a formal charac-
terization of problem domait,s to which AI approaches
typically apply.

Howcw’r. we describe a certain type of problems ii, a
partially formal way. Generally, there are several accep-
table ways to react to certain input data. Given sym-
ptoms usually have nmltiple interpretations; in most
positions on a chess board, there are several reasona-
ble moves, and so on. Thus, such a system’s correct
behavior is n,ore suitably considered a relation thazl a
fimetion.

llumans rarely behave fimctionMly. Thus, programs
impleme,,ting functions are inappropriate subjects of
the ’I’UR.IN(| test,, whereas the relational case might be
revisited.

The TURING Test Revisited- Towards

a Validation Methodology

Throughout the sequel, wc assume that some desired
target behavior may be understood as a relation ~..
With respcct to some domain of admissible input, data
[ and some spacc of potential outputs O, thc system’s
behavior is constrained by 7¢ C_ 1 x O and by further
problem specific conditions wl,ich might be difficult to
express formally.

The validity of a system means some fitness with
respect to "P~. The crucial difficulty is that in most in-
teresting application domains, the target behavior "R.,
in contrast to a given specification underlying verificati-
on. is not directly accessible. It might even change over

etime. (...ons .quex,tly. the illustration of figure 1, which
wa.s intended to relate and to distinguish validation and
verification, tJeeds some refinement.

At a first glance, it seems that the concept of validity
refers to building the right system with respect to 7~.
This might be the ultimate goal, indeed.

Ilowever, the real situation illustrated by figure 2
suggests that there are intermediary between reality
and the AI syM.em umler investigation, the experts.
Consequently, one h,’m to measure a system’s perfor-
mance against the experts’ expectations. I’br this pur-
pose, the TL’RING test approach will rise again like a
phoenix from the ashes. Although the test doesn’t say

’Similarly, it is quite unlikely that airplanes flying like
birds, ships swimming like dolphins, e.g., and trains be-
having like ¯ herd (or, more moderate, like a caravan) 
camels arc considered ,x success of science and technology.



Figure 2: Relating Validation and Vcrification Taking
Experts as the Basic Knowledge Source Into Account

anything about a system’s "intelligence", it says some-
thing about a system’s validity with respect to expert’s
knowledge.

Basic Formalizations
In the minimal formal setting assumed so far, there
are only two sets I and O. Oil thcsc sets, there is
somehow given a target relation R C_ I x O. Under
the assumption of some topology on [, one may assume
that R is decomposable into functional components g~,
where y ranges over some subset of O and i ranges over
some index set, such that

L =
2. R~ C_ I x {y} (for all i and y),

3. the number of’~ is finite,
4. the cardinality of R (and therefore the cardinalities

of R~) is (are) finite, 

5. every ~ is convex.
Although these conditions seem rather natural, for our
considerations the conditions 1 and 2 axe sufficient.

There are some elementary requirements to charac-
terise expertise:

i. On the one hand, an expert’s knowledge should be
consistent with the target phenomenon.

2. On the other hand, everybody who is not providing
any response at all is always consistent. Thus, one
needs another requirement of expertise to comle-
meat consistency, which is completeness.

Informally, from the possibly large amount of correct
answers to an admissible question, an expert should
know at least one.

A certain expert’s knowledge gi about some target
phenomenon 7~ is assumed to be a particular relation

gi C_ I x O such that the following requirements of
expertise are satisfied2:

£i C_ R [Expl]
~rinp( gi ) = 7rinp(7~ [Exp2]

Ideally, Ci contains exactly the target relation:
~i = ~ [Omn]
In some sense, [Expl] is a condition of consistency,

[Exp2] is a condition of completeness, and [Omn] is a
property called omniscience. An expertise £i is said to
be competent, exactly if it is complete and consistent:

¯ competence --" consistency + completeness

Thus, a team of n experts with their domain knowledge
El, .... gn is said to be

¯ competent, exactly if it meets

0 "Ei C R and 7rinp(Ugi ) - 7rinp(~)
i=i i=i

¯ omniscient, exactly if it meets
n

U&=,P,.
i=l

It. might be usually unrealistic that one tries to find a
competent team of experts. Vice versa, every team of
experts is implicitly determining its own area of compe-
tence. In the practical world, because of not having a
direct access to R, we estimate R by Uin=l £i. That is,
because we can’t speak about formally "grey arrows"
(cf. figure 2 above).

Systematic System Validation

Based on the minimal formalisms provided, we axe now
able to develop our focused validation scenario.

¯ There is assumed an (implicitly given) desired tar-
get behaviorR C [xO.

¯ There is a team of n experts which is considered to
be omniscient.

¯ There is some system to be validated. Its input /
output relation is called S.

Ideally, a system is omniscient, i.e. it meets

o S = R [S-Omn]

Practically, a user may be satislied with a system which
is competent, i.e. which meets the requirements of con-
sistency mid completeness:

o $ C_ R [S-Cons]

o ~i,r(S) = lrinr(7~) [S-Compl]

But these three properties relating a given system’s be-
havior directly to the target phenomenon are usually
undecidable or, at least, unfeasible. Figure 3 is incor-
porating the minimal setting of formal concepts deve-
loped within the present paper.

2For notational convenience, we have introduced lrinp to
denote the projection of (sets of) pairs from I x 0 to the
first argument, which is the input-paxt.
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Figure 3: R.elating Validation and Verification Based
on a Minimal Setting of Formalized IIuman Expertise

The TURING test approach deals with a methodology
to systematically provide some evidence for [S-Cons]
and [S-Compl] and is based on the following intuition.

1. Some team of experts meets at least [Expl] and
[Exp2].. ideally’, it meets [Omn].

2. It’s desirable, but unprovable, whether or not so-
me system meets the corresponding conditions [S-
Cons] and [S-Compl].

3. If the system, when systematically interrogated, be-
haves like some expert (who satisfies [Expl] and
[Exp2]), this is understood as some strong indi-
cation that the system satisfies [S-Cons] arid [S-
Compl], correspondingly.

Intuitively, nothing better could be imagined. In genc-
ral, there are no proofs of properties involving ~, like
[S-Cons] and [S-Compl].

The research undertaken concentrates on the deriva-
tion of suitable interrogation strategies. Especially, one
needs to know "what questions to ask" and "what to
do with the answers". This is the question for suita-
ble test sets and for an evaluation methodology of the
interrogation results.

Essential Problems Beyond the Basic

TURING Test Methodology
The simplicity of the approach above allows a lucid
introduction of fundamental properties like consistency,
completeness, and competence. These concepts occur
in more complex settings as well.

The present section is intendcd to systematically in-
troduce a few basic generalizations of the elementary
approach above. Every issue is addressed by only a
very short introduction which should be understood a
launching pad for future work.
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Context Conditions

Within some relation ~. knowing or believing some
(~t’, y) E "R. might be usually coupled to know resp. be-
lieve some (.d,’y ~) E 7~, as well. Analogously. some
(r. y) E £i might rule ,)tic some or]mr knowledge (a./, Ii/)
from the expert’s perspect.iw,.

It. se,,ins promising to express context condil.ions by
sirnilarity concepts. Assume any binary function tr cal-
led a similarity measure with cy :(I × O) × (1 × 
[0, 1] . In the simplest ca.se, cr may be binary. A simila-
rity measure can be used to rule out incotnpatibilities
from an experts knowledge.

o-((~r, YL (~’. v’)) 0
-~((x,y) E gi A (aa, ’) Ef. i ) [I ncomp]
This approac], may be refined immediately, if ()tie

replaces the strong assumption a((~e, y),(z ~, yl)) = 
by the ,tore moderate version cr((r, y), (x’, y’}) < r for
seam ~. Ew;n more iml~orl.ant, this suggcsl.s a dual
versioll

o’((;r,y), (ff". yl)) 

C~,y) Egi ~ (z",y’) e & [~bCoh]
expressing some coherence of expert’s knowledge. In-
formally, [Ineomp] expresses that two knowledge pie-
ces wbich arc extraordb~arily unsimilar (perhaps, even
contradictory) can nol. simultaneously belong to one ex-
pert’s knowledge. In contrast, the condition [~i-Coh]
of ~}-coherence states that knowing one fact implies the
knowledge of every other one provided the similarity of
them exceeds r/.

Validation in Open Loops

I,:ssentially, the use of an intelligent system takes nor-
rnally place in an open loop of environment (r,.’sp. hu-
trmn) - niachine interact.ions. There is usually no way to
estimate the number of interactions sulliciently preci-
se. Thus, the fbllowing formalization so~m)s rcasonably
simple and adequate.

Instead of g, some target, behaviour B _C ( I × O)*
contains infinite sequences of action-response pairs.
Even more specilic, we h,rrnally assume B .C_ ( I x O )+
to exclude the eml~ty interaction sequence A. As man-
machine interaction will usually last only for a finite ti-
me, one need to reason about initial segments of those
infinite sequences. By ~ we denote the prefix relation
among words which is canonically extended to the case
that the second argument belongs to B. l"urthermo-
re, A ~ B abbreviates the case that for ew.’ry element
a E A there is some eh’ment b E H such that a I- b
holds. Piually, we need an generalization of the projec-
tion concept. Both for finite and for infinite sequences
S = (zl,Yl)...(Xn,Yn)resp. s = (art,yz),(a~n,yn).....,

the te.rm ~rin~(s) abl)reviates {zz, z’., .... }, accordingly.
ri,~ is extended to sets via ~ri,,v(S) = U, es r~n~(s), 
usual. Expert activities are assumed to be finite, i.e.

_C Ui°°__~ ( I x 0 )i [Fin]
Based on this extension, cousiste.ncy and completen-

ess can be rewritten as follows.
£ E: B [Exp’l]



7ri~p(~) = 7rinp(B) [Exp*2]
As before, teams of experts are of interest. Here, we

refrain from rewriting the other formalizations discus-
sed in the previous section.

Vagueness and Uncertainty
There is an intrinsic fuzzyness of the approach to va-
lidate intelligent systems against the opinion of some
team of human experts. If a subject is difficult, humans
rarely agree completely. This applies in particular to
those complex application domains where AI systems
axe intended to work.

Even under the assumption of consistency and com-
pleteness of experts’ knowledge it might happen that
experts do not agree on several pairs of input and sy-
stem’s response. This is due to the fact that - in formal
terms - the symmetric difference of some gi and somc
£j might be non-empty3.

From the TURING test perspective, to cope with va-
gueness and uncertainty in the experts’ knowledge, one
might arrange an interrogation setting in which-stati-
stical results are evaluated (cf. (Knauf, Gonzalez, and
Philippow 1997)).

Improvements by Learning

Experimentation with a system under inspection may
lead to the discovery of knowledge outside the com-
petence of the available team of experts, i.e. cases in
7~ \ ~. Systematic knowledge discovery of this type re-
quires a careful design of experiments as well as some
methodology for analyzing the experimental results.

This idea is essentially based on the insight that sy-
stem validation understood as the process of determi-
ning validity proceeds in steps over time. During this
process, one might work towards improving the sy-
stem’s validity for passing thc TUNING test more suc-
cessfully. The system is learning when being examined.

Conclusions
The TURING test turns out to be an appropriate meta-
phor for intelligent systems validation.

System validation cannot guarantee, in general, that
a system is the right one, i.e. that is is appropriate to
solve all problems of a certain target class. The best
system validation can certify is that a given system is
at least as competent as some specified team of human
experts. Thus, any TURING test result can only be in-
terpreted with respect to the scenario, i.e. the involved
experts, the asked questions, and the way to evaluate
the answers.

Last but not least, there is obviously an urgent need
to elaborate the concept of validity statements. The
authors are convinced that the only way to use any
TURING test result for system refinement is to deve-
lop validity statements which are somehow structured.

aLoosely speaking, the symmetric difference of two ex-
perts’ knowledge is all what the one knows, but not the
other.

Those statements should contain information about the
part of knowledge, which is invalid, and about the kind
of invalidity. Any validity statement, which is just an
average degree of validity on any given linear scale can’t
achicve that.
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